Markov chains are commonly used in modeling many practical systems such as queuing systems, manufacturing systems and inventory systems. They are also effective in modeling categorical data sequences. In a conventional nth order multivariate Markov chain model of s chains, and each chain has the same set of m states, the total number of parameters required to set up the model is O(m ns ). Such huge number of states discourages researchers or practitioners from using them directly. In this paper, we propose an nth-order multivariate Markov chain model for modeling multiple categorical data sequences such that the total number of parameters are of O(ns 2 m 2 ). The proposed model requires significantly less parameters than the conventional one. We develop efficient estimation methods for the model parameters. An application to demand predictions in inventory control is also discussed.
Introduction
Markov chains are useful tools in modeling many practical systems such as queuing systems [2, 16] , manufacturing systems [1] and inventory systems [4, 7, 11, 14] . Applications of Markov chains in modeling categorical data sequences can also be found in [3, 6, 13] . Categorical data sequences (or time series) occur frequently in many real world applications. If one can model the categorical data sequences accurately, then one can make good predictions and also optimal planning in a decision process. One would expect that categorical data sequences generated by similar sources or the same source are correlated to each other. Therefore by exploring these relationships, one can develop better models for the captured categorical data sequences and hence better prediction rules. A first-order multivariate Markov chain model has been proposed and studied by Ching et al. in [3] for multiple categorical data sequences. Ching et al. also proposed a higher-order Markov chain model for a single categorical data sequence [5] .
In this paper, we extend the results in [5] and propose a higher-order multivariate Markov model for multiple categorical data sequences. Very often, one has to consider a number of categorical data sequences together at the same time. Applications of multivariate Markov chains in categorical data sequences can be found in credit risk management [17] , sales demands [3] and genetic regulatory networks [8] . We note that in a conventional nth-order Markov chain model for s categorical data sequences of m states, there are O(m ns ) possible states (and therefore the number of model parameters). The number of parameters (transition probabilities) increases exponentially with respect to the number of categorical sequences and the order of the Markov chain model. Such huge number of parameters discourages researchers or practitioners from using such kind of Markov chain models directly. Here we develop a higher-order multivariate Markov model which can capture both higher-order dependence intra-transition probabilities and inter-transition probabilities among the data sequences. The number of parameters in the proposed model is only O(ns 2 m 2 ). We show that a stationary vector of probability distributions of the resulting nth order multivariate Markov chain exists. We also develop a parameter estimation method based on a linear programming. We then apply the model to solving sales demand prediction problems in a soft-drink company in Hong Kong.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we first give a brief review on some Markov chain models for categorical data sequences. We then present the higher-order multivariate Markov model and discuss some of its properties in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose efficient estimation methods for the model parameters. In Section 5, a practical example in sales demand prediction is given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model. Finally, a summary is given to conclude the paper in Section 6.
A review on the Markov chain models
In this section, we first give a brief review on some Markov chain models, including the first-order Markov chain model, the higher-order Markov chain model [5] and the first-order multivariate Markov chain model [3] . We will then present the proposed higher-order multivariate Markov chain model in the next section.
The first-order Markov chain model
We consider modeling a categorical data sequence x t by a first-order Markov chains having m states (categories)
A first-order discrete-time Markov chain having m states (categories) satisfies the following relationship:
where x t is the state of a categorical data sequence at time t and i j ∈ M. The conditional probabilities
are called the one-step transition probabilities of the Markov chain. These probabilities can be written as p ij = Prob (x t+1 = i|x t = j) for i and j in M. The matrix P (with [P ] ij = p ij ) is called the one-step transition probability matrix. We note that the elements of the matrix P satisfy the following two properties:
For simplicity of discussion, we adopt this convention (each column sum of P is equal to one) instead of the traditional one (each row sum is equal to one).
In the following, we demonstrate how one can construct a Markov chain model for an observed categorical data sequence. Suppose we are given the following categorical data sequence (m = 3) of length 20, {2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 2}.
We adopt the following canonical form representation:
To construct (estimate) the transition probability matrix for the above observed Markov chain (categorical sequence), we consider the following simple procedures. By counting the transition frequency from State k to State j in the sequence, one can construct the transition frequency matrix F 1 (then the transition probability matrix P 1 ) for the sequence as follows:
A first-order Markov chain model
is then constructed for the observed categorical data sequence.
We have the following well-known proposition for a transition matrix P . The proof can be found in [12, T such that P z = z if P is irreducible. The vector z in normalized form is called the steady-state (stationary) probability vector of P . Moreover z i is the stationary probability that the system is in state i.
The higher-order Markov chain model
Higher-order (nth-order) Markov chain models have been proposed by Raftery [15] and Ching et al. [4] [5] [6] for modeling categorical data sequences. We note that a categorical data sequence {x t } of m categories can be represented by a sequence of vectors (probability distribution)
called the canonical form representation. If the system is in state j ∈ M at time (t + i) then the state probability distribution vector is given by
T .
In addition, the model by Ching et al. [4] [5] [6] assumes that the state probability distribution at time t = r + 1 depends on the state probability distribution of the sequence at times t = r, r − 1, . . . , r − n + 1.
The model is given as follows:
with initials x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n−1 . Here the weights λ h are non-negative real numbers such that
Here x r is the state probability distribution at time r, P h is the h-step transition matrix and λ h are the non-negative weights. The total number of parameters is of O(nm 2 ). Simple and fast numerical algorithms based on solving linear programming problems are proposed to solve for the model parameters P h and λ h . The details can be found in [4] [5] [6] .
The first-order multivariate Markov chain model
Ching et al. [3] proposed a first-order multivariate Markov chain model to model the behavior of multiple categorical sequences generated by similar sources. Assuming that there are s categorical sequences and each has m possible states, they assume that the state probability distribution of the j th sequence at time t = r + 1 depends on the state probabilities of all the sequences (including itself) at time t = r. In the proposed first-order multivariate Markov chain model, the following relationship is assumed:
where
and
0 is the initial probability distribution of the j th sequence. The state probability distribution of the j th sequence, x (j ) r+1 at the time (r + 1), depends on the weighted average of
r . Here P (j k) is the one-step transition probability matrix from the states at time t in the kth sequence to the states in the j th sequence at time t + 1, and x (k) r is the state probability distribution of the kth sequences at the time r. In matrix form we write
. . .
. .
Again fast numerical algorithms based on linear programming are proposed to solve the model parameters P (ij ) and λ ij . The details proof and estimation methods can be found in [3] .
The higher-order multivariate Markov chain model
In this section, we present our higher-order multivariate Markov chain model for modeling multiple categorical sequences based on the models in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. We assume that there are s categorical sequences and each has m possible states in M. We then consider an nth order model. In the proposed model, we assume that the state probability distribution of the j th sequence at time t = r + 1 depends on the state probability distribution of all the sequences (including itself) at times t = r, r − 1, . . . , r − n + 1. Using the same notations as in the previous two subsections, our proposed higher-order (nth-order) multivariate Markov chain model takes the following form:
with initials x
s).
Here
The probability distribution of the j th sequence x (j ) r+1 , at time t = r + 1, depends on the weighted average of P
is the hth-step transition probability matrix which describes the hth-step transition from the states in the kth sequence at time t = r − h + 1 to the states in the j th sequence at time t = r + 1 and λ (h) jk is the weighting of this term. A numerical demonstration of a second-order model of two sequences can be found in Section 4.1.
From (6), if we let X
be the nm × 1 vectors then one can write down the following relation in matrix form as follows:
We note that each column sum of Q is not necessary equal to one but each column sum of P (j k) h is equal to one. We have the following propositions: Proof. By using (7), the column sum of the following matrix is equal one and we have
Since is nonnegative and irreducible, by Proposition 2 (Perron-Frobenius theorem) there exists a positive vector
s T such that y = y or y T T = y T . We note that
where 1 m is the 1 × m vector of all ones, i.e.,
Then it is easy to show that v is similar to Q and such that 1 Q = 1. Since Q is non-negative, the latter equation implies that Q 1 = 1, and hence
We remark that if all P (i,j ) h are irreducible then Q is also irreducible and for the PerronFrobenius theorem there exists a unique positive vector X such that QX = X. Moreover, from the equation QX = X and from the structure of Q one can easily find that X, partitioned according to the structure of Q, has the following structure:
We can easily prove that X can be normalized such that 1x (j ) = 1 for any j . This holds since the latter property is invariant under the action of Q, i.e., if
having this property, then this is also true for X 1 (= QX 0 ) and all the vectors of the sequence X r+1 = QX r shares the same property together with the limit of the sequence X r which coincides with X. We note that X is not a probability distribution vector, but x (j ) is a probability distribution vector. The above proposition suggests one possible way to estimate the model parameters λ (h) ij . The key idea is to find λ (h) ij which minimizes Q X − X under certain vector norm · .
Estimation of model parameters
In this section, we propose numerical methods for the estimations of P (j k) h and λ (h) jk . We estimate the transition probability matrix P (j k) h by the following method. Given the data sequences, we count the transition frequency from the states in the kth sequence at time t = r − h + 1 to the states in the j th sequence at time t = r + 1 for 1 h n. Hence one can construct the transition frequency matrix for the data sequences. After making a normalization, the estimates of the transition probability matrices P (j k) h can also be obtained. We remark that one has to estimate ns 2 transition frequency matrices of size m × m for our proposed nth-order multivariate Markov chain model. More precisely, in the transition frequency matrix F (j k) h , we count the transition frequency f (j k,h) i j i k from the state i k in the sequence {x (k) } at time t = r − h + 1 to the state i j in the sequence {x (j ) } at time t = r + 1. Therefore we can construct the transition frequency matrix for the sequences as follows:
h , we get the estimates for P (j k) h as follows:
Besides the estimates of P (j k)
h , we need to estimate the parameters λ (h) jk . As a consequence of Proposition 3, the nth order multivariate Markov chain has a stationary vector X (a joint stationary probability distribution). The vector x (j ) can be estimated from the sequences by computing the proportion of the occurrence of each state in each of the sequences. By combining these vectors {x (j ) } s j =1 , we construct X. Let us denote it by
As a consequence of Proposition 3,
one would expect that ⎛ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ B (11) B (12) 
From ( 
Here . is certain vector norm. If . is chosen to be the . ∞ norm then the above optimization problem becomes (see [5] ) 
We remark that other norms such as · 2 and · 1 can also be considered. The former will result in a quadratic programming problem while · 1 will still result in a linear programming problem, (see [9, pp. 221-226] ). It is known that in approximating data by a linear function [9, p. 220], · 1 always gives the most robust answer, · ∞ avoids gross discrepancies with the data and if the errors are known to be normally distributed then · 2 is the best choice. The complexity of solving a linear programming problem or a quadratic programming problem is O(n 3 L) where n is the number of variables and L is the number of binary bits needed to record all the data of the problem [10] .
In the following, we give an example to demonstrate the construction of a second-order multivariate Markov model from two categorical data sequences of four states.
An example
Consider the following two categorical data sequences: {2, 1, 3, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 3, 3, 2, 1} and S 2 = {2, 4, 4, 4, 4, 2, 3, 3, 1, 4, 3, 3} .
In this example, we aim at building a second-order multivariate Markov chain model. By counting the first lag transition frequencies
we have Similarly, by counting the second lags transition frequencies, we have Moreover by counting the inter-first lags transition frequencies Similarly by counting the inter-second lags transition frequencies, we have After normalization we have the transition probability matrices: Moreover we also havê
By solving the corresponding linear programming problems, the second-order multivariate Markov chain model of the two categorical data sequences S 1 and S 2 is given by
r−1 ,
r−1 .
An application to sales demand predictions
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed higher-order multivariate Markov chain model and we apply it to the sales demand sequences [3] . A soft-drink company in Hong Kong is facing an in-house problem of production planning and inventory control. A pressing issue is the storage space of its central warehouse, which often finds itself in the state of overflow or near capacity. The company is thus in urgent needs to study the interplay between the storage space requirement and the overall growing sales demand. The product can be classified into six possible states (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) according to their sales volumes, see Appendix. All products are labeled as 1 = no sales volume, 2 = very slow-moving (very low sales volume), 3 = slowmoving, 4 = standard, 5 = fast-moving or 6 = very fast-moving (very high sales volume). Such labels are useful from both marketing and production planning points of view.
The company would also like to predict sales demand for an important customer in order to minimize its inventory build-up. More importantly, the company can understand the sales pattern of this customer and then develop a marketing strategy to deal with this customer. In Appendix, we show this customer's sales demand of five important products of the company for a year. We expect sales demand sequences generated by the same customer to be correlated to each other. Therefore by exploring these relationships, one can obtain a better higher-order multivariate Markov model for such demand sequences, hence obtain better prediction rules.
In this illustration, we choose the order arbitrarily to be eight, i.e., n = 8. We first estimate all the transition probability matrices P (ij ) h by using the method proposed in Section 4 and we also have the estimates of the stationary probability distributions of the five products: By solving the corresponding minimization problems in (11), we obtain the following higher-order multivariate Markov chain model: Next we use the higher-order multivariate Markov model to predict the next state of the kth sequencex (k) t at time t which can be taken as the state with the maximum probability, i.e.,
To evaluate the performance and effectiveness of our higher-order multivariate Markov chain model, a prediction result is measured by the prediction accuracy r defined as
where T is the length of the data sequence and
t , 0, otherwise.
For comparison, we also give the results for the 8th order Markov chain model and multivariate Markov model [3] of individual sales demand sequence. The results are reported in Table 1 . There is significant improvement in prediction accuracy in Product D. We can also see that the proposed model is always better than or not worse than the other two models. The results show the effectiveness of the 8th-order multivariate Markov model. 
Summary
In this paper, we propose a higher-order multivariate Markov chain model for modeling multiple categorical data sequences. The number of parameters in the model grows linearly with respect to the order of the model. We also develop an efficient estimation method for the model parameters based on solving linear programming problems. The estimation method involves only counting of transition frequencies and solving several linear programming problems. We remark that the linear programming problems can be solved in parallel to save computational time.
